
ON FINITE NILPOTENT GROUPS 
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1. Introduction and notations. It is well known that if (w, <t>(n)) = 1, 
where </>(n) denotes the Euler <£-function, then the only group of order n is 
the cyclic group. This is a special case of a more general result due to Dickson 
(2, p. 201); namely, if 

n = pi . . .ps 

where the pi are distinct primes and each at > 0, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions that the only groups of order n are abelian are (1) each at < 2 
and (2) no 

Pi — 1 

is divisible by any ph . . . , ps. 
We wish to establish a theorem which includes these two results. We let 

G(n) equal the number of groups of order n where 

s 

*> = n p?> 
i=\ 

and we seek necessary and sufficient conditions on n so that 

G{n) = n G(p7). 
1=1 

Clearly, this problem is equivalent to finding necessary and sufficient con
ditions on n so that all existing groups of order n be nilpotent. 

It will be shown that the following is true: 

THEOREM 1. Let 

n = p! p2 . . . ps , 

where pi, . . . , ps are distinct primes and each at > 0. The necessary and suffi
cient conditions that the only groups of order n be nilpotent are: no pu i = 1, . . . , s, 
shall divide any 

p? - i>P7~X- I,... ,pj- IJ = I,... ,S. 

We introduce the following notations: the centre of a group A by Z(A), 
the group of all automorphisms of A by $(A), the group of all inner auto
morphisms of A by &(A), the factor group <&(A)\$'(A) by 21(^4), the direct 
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product of the two groups A and B by A X B, and the direct product of the 
n groups Ax, . . . , An by 

XAU 

the order of the finite group A by \A\, and a Sylow p-group of a group G by Sp. 
Let 5 be a group such that each element a G B is associated with an auto

morphism a —* aa oi A. Let G be an extension of A by £ , that is, A is a normal 
subgroup of G and C7|̂ 4 c^ B. Then the elements of G can be written as gaa 
where the ga are in one-to-one correspondence with the a Ç B, and a £ A; 
also 

g«a . g/jô = goaf (a, P)a^b 

where f(a, (3) is a factor system. Moreover, 

gâ1 a ga = aa, 

and 

Finally, to the extension G there corresponds a well-defined homomorphism 
0 of B into 21(̂ 4) (3, pp. 121-126). If TV is a normal subgroup of G whose 
order is prime to its index, then G splits over N (Schur's theorem) (4, p. 132). 

In general, if A is abelian, then 21(̂ 4) = $(A) and B is a group of operators 
for A, that is, A is a ^-module. It is well known that the second cohomology 
group H2(B, A) is the group of all group extensions of A by B. If A and B 
are finite and (\B\, \A\) = 1, then Hr(B, A) = 0 for all r (1, p. 237), in parti
cular, H2(B, A) = 0, so the only extensions of A by B are splitting extensions, 
that is, we can take f(a, ft) = 1, and, therefore, G contains a subgroup 
B' ~B such that A H B' = e, the identity element, and G = ABf. 

The consideration of non-abelian groups A is reduced to the abelian case 
by the following theorem: There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
all non-equivalent extensions of A by B associated with 6 and all non-equiva
lent extensions of Z(A) by the group of operators B corresponding to the 
homomorphism B (3, pp. 142-145). 

In the case of an abelian group A, the non-equivalent splitting extensions 
of A by B are in one-to-one correspondence with the distinct homomorphisms 
of B into $(A) (3, p. 149). The kernel of the homomorphism will be denoted 
by W. If W = B, then we say that B acts trivially on A. 

2. Proof of Theorem 1. (1) Sufficiency: To proceed by induction, we 
assume that the statement is true for every 

n' = p{1 ... p&
s\ Pi < au n' < n. 

Now since 

{\G\,{P7 -i){pTl-i)... {pi-\)) = l, 
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we have, by Frobenius' Theorem (4, p. 143), that the maximal £ rfactor group 
of G is isomorphic to every Sylow prgroup of G, that is, G contains a normal 
subgroup TV such that G/N ~ Spii and G is a splitting extension of TV. But 
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between all non-equivalent extensions 
of TV by Spi associated with 6 and all non-equivalent extensions of Z(TV) by 
the group of operators Spi corresponding to the homomorphism 6. Thus we 
must consider splitting extensions, H, of the 5^-module Z(N). By the induction 
hypothesis, 

TV = X SPj, so Z(TV) = X Z(Spj). 

Mi Mi 

Z(Spj) is an abelian group of order pjy', 1 < jj < ai? from which it follows 
(4, p. 112) that |$(Z(i\0) | is a divisor of 

ri (py-D^y-^)..-^-^-1); 

whence it is clear that we can only take W = Spi, which means trivial action, 
that is, the only extension of Z(TV) by Spi is Spi X Z(N). Therefore, by the 
one-to-one correspondence there is only one extension of TV by Spi associated 
with a given homomorphism 6. Thus, the non-equivalent extensions of TV by 
Spi are in one-to-one correspondence with those homomorphisms of Spi into 
31 (TV) which are associated with extensions of TV by Spi. But 

$(TV) = X $(SPj) and |$(TV)| 
Mi 

is a divisor of 

ri y; - w; - pj) • • • (*y - py-1)-
Mi 

Hence |2I(TV)| is also a divisor of this number. Therefore, it is clear that the 
only possible homomorphism is the trivial one which implies that the only 
extension of TV by Spi is Spi X TV. But 

A^= X SP3; 
Mi 

hence 

G — X Spj1 
. 7 = 1 

and G is nilpotent. 
(2) Necessity: Suppose some 

pt/(py-i)...(pj- i ) . 

Then we consider the following arrangement. Let 

A (OLJ, pj) = CPj X Cpj X . . . X Cpj (aj times) 
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where Cvi is the cyclic group of order pJm We denote by G(au pi) a group of 
order pt

ai. Now, clearly, 

\jj4i / jyài 

Since, by assumption, 

X HA(ajyPj)) 
3=1 
J7*i 

contains a subgroup of order piy there exists a homomorphism : 

GtauPt) ^ ^(^Ata^Pi)^ 

with kernel a normal subgroup W of order p"*"1. Associated with this homo
morphism, there is a splitting extension G of 

* A(ajypj) by G(ai9 pi) 
3=1 

for which W is the normal subgroup of G(at, pt) which acts trivially on 

XA(aj,Pj). 
3=1 

G is, of course, a group of order 

n = I l P?, 
i=l 

but the extension G is not equivalent to 

G(aupt) X f^Aictfipjj}. 

In fact, G is not isomorphic to this group for Svi — G(aupl) is not normal 
in G. Namely, if arlgaa = gp then ga~

la~lgaa = ga~lgp, that is, (orl)aa = gcTlgp, 
but the left side belongs to 

XA(a:hPj) 
3=1 
39±i 

while the right side belongs to Spi. However, 

Spi O (xA{ajyp3)\ = e, 

so gp = ga. Now if Spi were normal in G, then we would have arlgaa = ga for 
all g« G .S^ and all 

a Ç X A{OLJ,PJ), 
3=1 
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that is (a -1)" = a - 1 for all a and all a, which implies that Spi acts trivially on 

XA^PJ), or W = Spi, 

which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, Spi is not normal in G; hence G, of order n, is not nilpotent. 

COROLLARY 1. Let G in) be the number of groups of order n. If 

» = ri pv, 
then the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that 

G(n) = I ! G(pV) 
1 = 1 

are that no piy i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, divides any 

(pa/-i)(pari-i)...(pi-i). 
Proof. There are G{p°^) groups of order pf*. By taking all possible direct 

products it is clear that 

G(n) > n G(pV), 
1 = 1 

and we have equality, if and only if the only groups of order n are direct 
products of their Sylow subgroups. 

It is clear that to have only abelian groups of order n, we must have a.j < 2 
for all j ; hence we get Dickson's theorem as a special case of Theorem 1. 
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